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"Everyone has a price…I've just told you mine. Name yours."  

Secretary Darcy Lennox knows how demanding her billionaire boss, Maximiliano Fonseca Roselli, can be.
His fierce ambition is legendary. But marrying him to secure the deal of the century is beyond the call of
duty! 

Except Max is not a man to say no to. He's undaunted by Darcy's reluctance to enter a fake marriage. In his
world, everyone has a price, and he will entice Darcy to reveal hers. But after only one searing?and very
public?kiss he realizes the stakes are far higher than either of them imagined…
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From Reader Review The Bride Fonseca Needs for online ebook

Danielle says

For a majority of this book, I just could not connect with it not with the characters nor with the story. I mean
it wasn't bad and it was a typical story of a convenient marriage to close a big deal paired with a
boss/secretary relationship with an underlying attraction beneath the surface, but there was nothing exciting
about it.

In fact at times the story was dull for me until the last third of the book than it got really good, but up and to
that point not so much. There wasn't a lot angst nor a lot of rawness with that gut wrenching emotion until
again near the end and by that point I felt like things were being thrown at me and I wasn't prepared at all for
it. I think if those things were explored early on in the story than I think the story would have been so much
better. Those issues were pretty huge but were added like an afterthought or not all. A lot of it was their
issues with their parents and shaped them for who they were and they were just glossed over. I didn't like
that.

Also I am all for build up and anticipation with a couple in a romance and them fighting their attraction for
one another but Darcy and Max took the cake. It took them so long until they succumbed to their passions. It
was way too long and drawn out, and I just didn't like how it developed. As stated in the book, it felt very
much a game between two hard headed people than two passionate individuals that were denying this intense
connection they had with one another. And at times it felt very cruel especially on Darcy's part. I understand
that she was scared and didn't want to be vulnerable and exposed to Max, fearing he would hurt but the way
it came off when she pulled was very off putting and not attractive at all. It really turned me off of her and
the story. This wasn't a fun cat and mouse game, which I usually find entertaining but here not so much. It
annoyed me really.

The highlight for me was the honeymoon scenes then the story dramatically shifted. It became romantic and
tender. It showed they had more going for them aside from unrequited lust. This was where the caring really
emerged. I loved the hot air ballon scene and Max teaching Darcy how to swim after a traumatic childhood
event. It just showed that gat he cared about her and her needs in that moment. Yes, he was trying to woo
her, but it was no less romantic. I could see their potential as a couple during their honeymoon and that the
could in fact have a loving relationship.

I wasn't quite there with the romantic declarations because I didn't believe it. They spent so much time
playing games with one another that it overtook the book. It was just about their lust and that it hadn't been
slake yet. There needed to be more in terms of emotional and romantic development that just wasn't there for
me. There needed to be more scenes like honeymoon scenes where that should have been the focus than the
game because then it would have been more believable that they were in love by book's end instead of
feeling flat and unrealistically. I just needed more.

Overall aside from the last third of this book, there wasn't a lot to connect with or get enmeshed in. I needed
more all on every front in more of the book not just the last third. It took them too long to connect, which
made it very drawn out, instead of creating great anticipation like it was meant to. It just felt like cruel game
that just didn't sit right with me. Plus I wasn't feel love nor the angst. There could have been so more of their
raw vulnerabilities were more on display instead of the lust game. I needed more than that. I needed



substance for me to real connect and get it. Max and Darcy deserved more in this story than they got
especially considering Luca's story, which was so much better and made me expect great things with this
book that I just didn't get. It was not my favorite Abby Green book, but this wasn't the worst book I have
ever read either. I just needed more.

Jo-Anne says

Maximiliano Fonseca came from a wealthy family but was literally living on the streets after his parents
split. He drove himself to become successful and became a well known billionaire financier by living by the
motto "Everyone has a price". He had a personal need to prove himself so he worked constantly, doing
whatever it took to succeed.

Darcy Lennox needed a job so, against her better judgement, she applied for the opening of PA to Max.
Darcy knew Max from school when she had a major crush on him. Her feelings for him never went away.

Darcy got the job and everything went well for a few months until Darcy accompanied Max to a client
meeting where he told the client they were engaged! Pretty angry about being a fake wife to Max, Darcy
went along with it because she wanted the money to buy her own flat.

I enjoyed the sexual chemistry and emotions that Abby Green illustrates in this book. I liked the characters
and that they both came from broken homes which left them cautious about getting involved with anyone.
Understandably, Max was a bit of a jerk at the beginning of the story but, thanks to Darcy, he became much
more pleasant.

Please note that I won this book in a Goodreads Firstreads giveaway. The Bride Fonseca Needs is an easy to
follow, well written novel that I recommend.

Geri Reads says

I've enjoyed Abby Green's HP stories in the past and this one was no different. I didn't love it but I did enjoy
it. I wish for more contrast with their feelings though. It seemed like both of them are adamant not to get
involved and they ended up pushing each other apart too many times. I did appreciate Max's POV though.

ARC courtesy of Harlequin.

Aisha says

*ARC courtesy of Netgalley and Harlequin*

First of all, I want to say something to Harlequin Books. And I know there's a lot of people who has the same
thinking I have. We, old school HP readers, are TIRED AND EXAUSTED of this stories about this highly
experimented heroines that wanted us to think that they're more saints than Mother Theresa (I'm not saying
that this heroine, Darcy, is like that). They cheat, bedded a lot of men, and they try to look soooo sweet and
with a big heart. And the heroes that are more weak than a feather, lazy, ridiculous and boring ones. We.



Don't. Like. Them. Period. The new policy that Harlequin brings us with this stories is lack of the romance
of years ago. What about the vengeance? What about the blackmailing? What we now see is this
"psychology" books that they're not credible at all. We don't see ROMANCE anymore. Except a few authors
(Lynne Graham --my number 1 fetish author--, Maisey Yates and Jennie Lucas, for example), the rest of
them sold their souls to the devil only to sell books. I'm not saying that you don't have to publish them at all,
what I'm saying is that, if you're publishing those books, publish them in another collection and LEAVE HP
INTACT, THE WAY IT WAS. If I want a psychological book, I go to the library and bought it, or I go to the
psychologist. WE. WANT. ROMANCE. Not that bull that you're bringing us lately. Thank you for your
attention.

That said, now I'll make the review of this story. A serious and honest one.

The book is slow, specially in the first half. The events went fluid and the transition between scenes wasn't
forced. The chemistry between hero and heroine is perfect, based in their adolescent years when they study
together in a broad school and got strong by a fake marriage, though it starts as the story, very slow. Max
mentioned that he's friend of a few of the heroes Abby wrote before and that was a HUGE mistake. Because
she made me think of those books and (specially The Mediterranean billionaire's blackmail bargain) I
compare them, and saw the magic on those books that lacks in this one.

Max is a tortured man because of his past. He thinks if he shows his emotions his life will be, as he said, a
big chaos. The issues between him and Luca (Fonseca's fury) are based in what he lived with his mother, a
mother that leaves him homeless at age of 17 when she follows the lover of the moment. His life is marked
by that and his parents' divorce.

Darcy is marked by her parents' divorce, too. She's trying to make her own path and have a place to settle.
She's not a virgin, but at least she didn't comes with this drama shows and is coherent (no flushed cheeks as
she were an innocent nun, thank God!!) The way she decided to leave him, after the cruel way he dismissed
her in front of a full crowd in a huge party, when he finally gets what he wants, had this dignity that was
perfect. The ending was fine, but I wanted that the author talked more about the twins' relationship and how
the reconcile. A forgiving scene maybe between Max and Luca?? Just thinking out loud, you know.

In conclusion, a nice story but without the magic of Abby's first books. Slow and a bit flat. Although I'm still
reading her (and will defend Serena with everything I have), I miss the Abby Green of her first books. I hope
she comes back soon... I'll give this book 3 1/2 stars. It's a good book, but not impressionable.

Biggaletta Day says

Well written but the baseline plot just seemed too mercenary for me. It was also too similar to one of
Melanie Melburne's plots, I'd recently read. Basically a blue print. Please read other reviews for a balanced
view.

Beyond the Pages says

I liked this story, but I did not love it. The underlying and then very obvious chemistry was certainly present
between the protagonists, however, the emotional flip flop that each character showed was a bit off putting.



With that said, I am satisfied in how their story of love concluded, and I am glad that they were both able to
overcome their past personal challenges together.

Titania Remakes the World says

Series overall: really enjoying. The ugly backgrounds are not a deterrent, as there has to be something to
generate the Heartache, Angst & Drama that I love so well. It pleases my Schadenfreude greatly to see the
rich (ala what you see on "Millionaire Matchmaker") having way more f-ed-up lives than most of us regular
folks, and then having to heroically overcome their personal tragedies--unlike what happens in real-life,
where they devolve into drug-addiction.)

My personal reading order (nearly everybody is connected via siblings or half-brothers)
# 01.0--The Legend of De Marco (Rocco DePiero-de Marco/Gracie O'Brien)
# 02.0--Forgiven but Not Forgotten? (BlueBlood Siena DePiero/Richguy Andreas Xenakis )
# 03.0--Fonseca’s Fury (Luca Fonseca /Serena DePiero) (Billionaire Brothers #1)
# 04.0--The Bride Fonseca Needs (Darcy Lennox/Maximiliano Fonseca Roselli) (Billionaire Brothers #2)

Ethar says

3.6 stars

Sheryl says

*ARC courtesy of Netgalley and Harlequin*

Isha Coleman says

Abby Green creates a beautifully crafted love story in The Bride Fonseca Needs. Max and Darcy have been
hurt in the past by the people that were supposed to protect and love them. Despite trust issues, bitterness,
pain and betrayal Max has managed to become a force to be reckoned with in the business arena. Darcy has
followed her own path to success that ultimately leads her to Max's door. Striving to be better than what they
left behind each has to learn how to let go of the past and look ahead to the future. Failure is not an option.
The bride Fonseca Needs is an exceptional story about moving forward and not looking back. I received this
book for an honest review.

StMargarets says

I enjoyed this one better than the last Abby Green I read. An Heir Fit for a King. This is an office romance,
with an engagement and marriage of convenience thrown in for good measure.



The story opens when the heroine applies for a job as the billionaire hero's PA. She knows him from their
brief attendance at the same boarding school in France. Although younger, she had jumped in front of him to
save him from a pack of bullies. He remembers her, and seems a bit hostile at first (since he hated his days at
boarding school) but hires her because he knows she won't come on to him like his other PAs. (Apparently
he's so hot no woman can keep her clothes on around him. *rolls eyes*)

(view spoiler)

So yeah - kind of mixed narrative bag. There are some lovely full scenes strung together with lots of telling,
not showing.

As far as the characters go - well - heroine is no doormat and I quite liked her until she got the sulks at the
end just in time for some conflict. The hero is more problematic. He isn't a beta, necessarily, but we're
invited to think of him as a victim one too many times. And we see him being bullied by the client in real
time which is a really odd thing to read in an HP.

All the sequel characters were wasted on me and kind of took me out of the story because I was trying to
remember if I knew any of them. I imagine the Abby Green diehards were quite happy to be reacquainted
with old friends.

Claudia says

Max Fonseca, a billionaire financier, has lived by since making a name for himself and lives after the motto:
everyone has a price. He's consumed by his work and willing to do anything to succeed.

Darcy Lennox has had her fair share of bad luck. Coming from a broken family she longs for a true place to
call home. She applies for a job as a PA with her old school colleague, Max, hoping the security of full time
and stable employment will help her fulfill her dream.

in order to secure a client, Max introduce her as his fake bride and soon both of them learn that things are not
as they assumed ...

"The Bride Fonseca Needs" is my first book by Abby Green and I really did enjoy it. and I will definitely
read books by this author again! Nevertheless this book is quite hard for me to review as there were some
things in it with which I had some troubles. But let me give you the good points first:

the chemistry, the sexual tension and the emotions of this book are everything one could want in a romance.
Both characters are quite interesting as they had not a real great upbringing (although due to different
reasons) and both have the "scars" to bear. the plot is not very original or special but it is well done. and I



loved it that we see both their POVs

what I disliked a bit was Darcys "one step forward, two steps back" mentality in the first half. it was a bit
disappointing and exhausting to follow that.
but what was really frustrating (especially for me) was the Epilogue ... I never thought I would ever say that
but this Epilogue was not what I hoped for. it was more like a re-counting and not like the rest of the story,
which took out a bit of my enjoyment with this story.

all in all, it was a good read and I recommend it to everyone who is in need of a hot, romantic story for rainy
days

Disclaimer: I got an ARC from Netgalley in exchange for an honest review

Jonel Boyko says

This story was pricelessly hilarious. Green has shown yet again that love, although never easy, can be fun
and definitely fly at you out of left field. She tells a one of a kind tale about two lovers coming together in a
marriage of convenience gone wrong (or is it right?) The story is vividly real, allowing readers to imagine
themselves right into this wildly romantic and laugh inducing tale. Green took me from Rome to Lake Como,
London, & back without missing a beat. There are also some very emotional moments that brought tears to
my eyes.

The main characters in this novel both have very different yet no less difficult pasts to contend with
throughout. The chemistry between Darcy and Max is unmistakable. The way that their individual pasts
affect them really interprets how they view this chemistry and its effect on their lives was heart wrenching.
And if you didn’t love them from all of this, the way that these two first met will definitely tug at your heart.

Green has created another work of art that will capture you heart and soul. It is a fantastic marriage of
convenience tale that proves that true love really does exist.

Please note that I received a complimentary copy of this work in exchange for an honest review.

Treece says

Rating: 2 1/2 stars

Darcy and Max were two of the most annoying, insecure MCs I've had the displeasure of reading about in
HPlandia in a while. For one, Darcy was a real cocktease. What I mean by that is, she was one of those
heroines who kept letting things go from first base, then second base, and so on. Then exclaiming, "This
should never have happened!" or "It won't happen again!" Of course, she kept putting herself in seductive
scenarios with the H and agreed to his MOC after they had a heated moment of making out. Thankfully, the
H didn't force himself on her like the old skool Hs from the 70's and 80's HPlandia. Oh yes, this was a
redeeming quality for Max and made him more likable than her.



The H was still carrying issues from his childhood about his parents (the same ones as the h). Tell me why
these two shouldn't be in couples therapy together? It was obvious they both wanted one another. Yet, the h
would throw tantrums and fits whenever she felt the H threatened her well-being --like taking her shopping!-
-instead of talking things out a like a grown woman. She also had issues with her body type which was petite
and voluptuous but by no means overweight. So she was silly in comparing herself to very tall statuesque
women that the H dated. The H would use his tragic past as a crutch whenever he felt his emotions softening
his resolve to be a ruthless world conqueror. He also had something to prove to their former peers, the
wealthy elite, as well as his dysfunctional family. Still, he did not scream and throw fits like the h, which
gave him a few points over her.

How they end up together is rather lame. It truly is. Usually, Abby Green knocks me out with her HEAs but
this pair were a couple of losers and psychos. They only inspired me to feel a combo of contempt, pity, and
disbelief for them. MOC is one of my favorite tropes when it's done right and well. Max and Darcy were just
a joke together and that's putting it nicely. Thankfully, Abby Green is a great writer which is the only reason
I was able to finish this book.

EatSleepReadReview says

Everyone has a price. That's the motto, billionaire financier, Max Fonseca has lived by since making a name
for himself after a bout of living on the streets. He's consumed by his work and willing to do anything to
succeed, even if that means taking a fake wife in order win over a potential client.

Darcy Lennox has had her fair share of bad luck. Coming from a broken family with no true place to call
home, she applies for a job as a PA with her old school friend, Max, hoping the security of full time and
stable employment will help her fulfill the dream of purchasing her own flat. Never in those dreams, though,
did she imagine to get swept up in Max's bid for a client and become his fake bride.

First, let me say, this is my third Abby Green book and I absolutely love her style. She's quickly become one
of my favorite authors and The Bride Fonseca Needs did not disappoint.

A bride of convenience is a common trope for the Harlequin Presents imprint and while the idea is farfetched
and unrealistic to most of us normal everyday folks, I find that they give me a break from the harsh reality of
everyday struggles and take me to places in the world I've never visited. No matter where the setting takes
you, Ms. Green makes you feel as if you are there. Her descriptions are full of small details, but not so
heavily loaded that it drags the story along and her characters are always flawed just enough so that we can
connect with and like them. What I especially enjoyed about The Bride Fonseca Needs was the diverse
heroine. Unlike most perfectly sculpted heroines of this line, Darcy was short and curvy. But where her
figure may have lacked, her personality more than made up for it. This is one of those reads that you breeze
through. I literally read it in a span of less than twenty-four hours.

Spicy with a lot of sexual tension and characters that you just love, this a quick and refreshing story that I
couldn't put down.




